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-A Message from 
The Editors-

Hello Readers!
Our names are Harpreet Batther 
and Valerie Lua and we are the 
2015-2016 Publicity Officers for 
The Pre-Dental Society at The 
University of California, Berke-
ley. We are extremeley excited 
to present you with this newslet-
ter packed with scientific articles 
as well as updates about the cur-
rent doings of PDS. Our com-
mittee members, Emily Wong, 
Howard Xie, and Shruti Ravin-
dramurthy spent a great deal of 
time assisting us in completeling 
this newsletter. We hope you 
enjoy going through 
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Bacteria Fighting 3D-Printed Teeth!
   By Shruti Ravindramurthy and Howard Xie
 
 This may sound crazy, but Dutch researchers at the University of Groningen are currently working 
on creating a 3D tooth that can fight off the normal bacteria that is responsible for tooth decay. Every-
one experiences the normal buildup of bacteria in their mouths and as a result, some people have dental 
problems. With this new creation of artificial teeth that can fight off bacteria, it could be possible for 
people to have teeth that stay perfectly white, clean, and healthy forever. 
 Though the thought of having 3D printed teeth in your mouth may seem unpleasant, it would be 
a relief from having to suffer through the pain of constantly decaying teeth. The most important part of 
discovering this 3D tooth was the material used to create it. The researchers put antimicrobial quaternary 
ammonium salts inside pre-existing dental resin polymers and used this final material in the 3D printing 
process. In order to test the effectiveness of this new material, the team conducted experiments by coat-
ing the resin with saliva containing a bacterial strain Streptococcus mutans, which is the bacteria responsi-
ble for tooth decay. The results were astounding-- over 99% of the bacteria was killed as opposed to less 
than 1% for the control subject without the salt mixture. In addition to being able to kill the bacterium, 
the material also proved harmless to human cells. 

 Although this is a great innovation, there is a still a lot that has to happen before these artificial 
teeth can actually be put to use. It has to be put through clinical trials and tested inside human mouths. It 
also has to be tested against the daily wear and tear of a normal human mouth such as brushing and even 
application of toothpaste. There is much to do, but it may be approved faster than a new drug normally 
would be. 
 The role of 3D printing within the field of dentistry is growing rapidly because there is amazing 
technology that is capable of printing out anything from realistic teeth to gums and nerves. If not used in 
human mouths, these 3D printed objects can still be very useful for researchers and dental specialists as 
models for testing. The future of 3D printing is very bright and this innovation is just the beginning of its 
role in the dental field.

http://formlabs.com/stories/3d-printed-teeth/
http://envisiontec.com/envisiontec/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/E-dent-300x225.jpg
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2015/10/20/how-bacteria-fighting-3d-printed-teeth-could-impact-dentistry/
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Challah for Hunger
   By Emily Wong and Harpreet Batther

 Though many students spend their Thursday nights studying, several kind-hearted PDS members 
decided to help relieve hunger instead. On Sept. 24, several members of PDS devoted an hour of their 
time at Berkeley Hillel, the school’s Jewish Student Center, to braid and flavor challah, a Jewish bread.
           Challah for Hunger is a weekly event where UC Berkeley students from various organizations 
braid bread that will be sold the next day on Sproul Plaza. Each bread costs $2 and proceeds are donated 
to help fight hunger in Sudan and also given to fund local organizations.
Volunteers, many of which were members of PDS, Habitat for Humanity, and Berkeley Hillel, broke 
up into four groups, each assigned a different flavor. They were given several pre-made dough balls and 
instructed to braid the dough. Afterwards, they added the toppings, which included chocolate chips, rose-
mary garlic, cinnamon sugar, and lemon poppy seed to the dough before baking it.
 Although dentists and chocolate may not have the best relationship, all the volunteers indulged 
themselves after finishing braiding with a bite of a giant chocolate chip challah. Taking a bite out of a 
shared challah is typically a tradition at the end of all Challah for Hunger events. However, this time, it 
was extra special since it was one of the Berkeley Hillel members’ birthday, ending the night with a joyful 
“Happy Birthday” song. Afterwards, volunteers were even able to wait for the bread to bake to buy some 
themselves. 
 Community service is an important part of PDS, enough so that each member has to complete a 
certain number of hours before being granted active membership. The club emphasizes the importance 
of serving the community in order to encourage members to continue this practice when they eventually 
become dentists. The act of providing for and helping those who may not have much, or are facing trou-
bling times, is a very worthwhile and fulfilling experience for PDS members.
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Members’ Retreat
   By: Emily Wong 

As much as bonding over a 
passion for cleaning teeth ap-
peals to a bunch of pre-dental 
college students, PDS decid-
ed to go beyond the scope of 
dentistry with some creative 
and fun activities. PDS kicked 
off the year with Members’ 
Retreat, where new and re-
turning members got to know 
each other better through 
delicious pizza, tough quizzes, 
and entertaining tasks.
 Coordinated by the 
Internal Affairs officer Irene 
Kang, Members’ Retreat is 
a biannual event held at the 
beginning of each semester 
for members to socialize and 
make new friends. 
 “The whole purpose 
of retreat was to have mem-
bers get to know each other 
and the officers,” said Irene.
Members were grouped into 
four families, ones they will 
stay in throughout the year, 
in order to have opportunity 
to form close connections 
with individuals with similar 
interests and goals. Led by 
several PDS officers, each 
family was ordered to name 
themselves. PDS members 
showed creativity through 
their dental-related, pun-tastic 
names: Zoo Enamels, The 
Great Impressions, Chip 
Skylark, and Flossiraptors. In 
addition, each family came up 
with their own creative chants.

 Though the retreat 
began as an informative 
initiation presentation, it 
soon progressed to a fun 
competition of collabora-
tive activities. The retreat 
mainly served as the start 
of a year-long competition 
among all the families to 
see whoever can accumu-
late the most points. After 
a jeopardy-like quiz, the 
families were tasked to 
build the tallest standing 
tower with only straws. 
Though it was a tight com-
petition, The Great Im-
pressions’ structure stood 
the tallest, literally.
 After a delicious 
pizza break, families were 
given numerous tasks 
to do. The eclectic mix 
of tasks included photo-
graphic evidence of fami-
lies doing exciting things, 
such as a human pyramid, 
a jumping photo, etc. In 
addition, families had to 
perform in-person tasks 
in front of Irene. These 
included a 10-second 
synchronized swimming 
routine, a multiplication 
tables speed quiz, a push 
up contest, and more.
 Members’ Retreat 
was a unique and great 
way for the members to 
get to know each other 
through food, cooper-
ation, and all-around 
silliness. Thanks to Irene 
for coordinating such an 
awesome event!
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Hanna Kim: External Affairs 

Hanna is a junior at Berkeley and is 
majoring in Public Health. Hanna usual-
ly spends her time in cute cafes studying 
and eating. She also enjoys baking and 
cooking! 

Valerie Lua: Publicity

Valerie is a junior at Berkeley and is a 
Public Health major. In her free time, 
Valerie enjoys spending time with 
friends, and exploring new places and 
cuisines. She also enjoys swimming and 
drinking copious amounts of tea!

Emilie Hsu: Secretary

Emilie is a junior at Berkeley 
majoring in Integrative Biology. Emi-
lie enjoys traveling and 
exploring new places. Her dream job 
is to be a national geographic pho-
tographer and go to the most remote 
places in the world to 
explore different cultures! 

Harpreet Batther: Publicity 

Harpreet is a senior at Berkeley 
majoring in MEB. In her free time, 
she enjoys playing sports, especially 
soccer. She also enjoys travelling and 
going on adventures. In addition, she 
does art and community service!
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Michelle Dinh: Community Service

Michelle is a sophomore at Berkeley 
studying Integrative Biology and look-
ing to double major in Public Health. 
In her free time, Michelle loves to do 
photography and photo and video edit-
ing. She loves to cook and try out new 
recipes as well as stress-jog (but never 
outside). 

Kevin Kim: Finance

Kevin is a junior at Berkeley and is 
majoring in Integrative Biology with a 
minor in Music. He 
enjoys watching and playing sports, 
including basketball, golf, and football. 
He also loves listening to music and 
eating good food!  

Sierra Lee: Community Service

Sierra is a junior at Berkeley studying 
Integrative Biology. In her free time, 
Sierra enjoys doing yoga, traveling 
and cooking. She also enjoys going on 
brunches on the weekends!

Zeru Feki: Finance

Zeru is a junior at Berkeley majoring in 
Society and Environment. In his free 
time, Zeru enjoys listening to music, 
gardening and doing 
community service!  
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Brian Kim: DEOP & Webmaster

Brian is a junior at Berkeley 
majoring in Integrative Biology. In his 
free time, Brian enjoys working on the 
computer, watching movies, and play-
ing the piano. He also    
enjoys watching sports and playing     
soccer. 

Eun Jin Kim: DEOP

Eun Jin is a junior at Berkeley  and is 
studying Integrative Biology. In her 
free time, Eun Jin enjoys doing pho-
tography, cooking, and 
watching movies! 

Irene Kang: Internal Affairs

Irene is a senior at Berkeley 
majoring in Integrative Biology. In her 
free time she enjoys dancing, watching 
Korean dramas, going to karaoke, and 
playing tennis! 
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Alice Chang: President

Alice is a senior at Berkeley majoring in 
Public Health and Dance! In her free 
time, she enjoys going on café adventures 
with friends. She also 
enjoys hiking and doing karaoke! 

Stephanie Shimizu: Vice President

Stephanie is a senior at Berkeley major-
ing in Integrative Biology. Her hobbies 
include running, playing 
tennis, watching TED Talks and 
journaling! In her free time, she 
enjoys exploring the Bay and 
spending time with friends and 
family. 

By: Shruti Ravindramurthy
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PDS Jeopardy Social
By: Howard Xie

 During the first social of the fall semester, the members of Cal PDS gathered to 
play Jeopardy. The members of each family were tested on their knowledge of the dental 
world as well as various forms of pop culture and entertainment. A social is held every other 
Wednesday, during the off weeks when there are no general 
meetings. 
 The four families, Zoo Enamels, Flossiraptors, Great Impression, and Chip Skylark, 
competed against each other for points. It was a close battle between the Zoo Enamels and 
Flossiraptors, but the Flossiraptors edged out the competition with a clutch 500 point an-
swer in the end.
 Along with the fun game of Jeopardy, there were plenty of snacks to go around and a 
lot of family bonding time, which is the ultimate goal for all of our socials!
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